ViewPoint Monitoring System

ViewPoint

Mesa’s new ViewPoint Continuous Monitoring Software (CMS) is everything you have been waiting
for, incorporating innovative design with user-friendly features to make continuous monitoring
easier than ever before. ViewPoint Software is as effective as it is user-friendly. The interface
allows you to view all your assets on one or several floor plans with visual representation of your
assets as well as the ability to view your inputs in a tile or list view. As a hardwired solution,
ViewPoint is robust, reliable, and provides immediate data.
Probe
The probes are placed and directly wired to the VP Connect unit. They collect realtime data and because they are hardwired, there is no lag time in data reporting.
VP Connect - Input
The VP Connect is capable of housing various card types, such as analog, RTD, 4-20 mA,
and thermocouple, depending on your specific needs. It can hold up to 48 points.
VP Connect - Output
The VP Connect also contains a Dry Contact/Relay Output Card – such as door open or
closed notifications.
VP Server
The ViewPoint Server can be cloud-hosted, a virtual machine, or a dedicated server. To read
more about the server specs, visit http://monitoring.mesalabs.com/wp-content/uploads/
sites/32/2013/11/ViewPoint-Server-Specs.pdf.
ViewPoint Software
With ViewPoint, you can import floorplan maps and overlay assets to their
locations with an easy to use drag and drop function. Always know where your
assets are, so you can easily find them and react quickly. Filters may be utilized
to quickly view alarming assets or inputs specific to groups of assets.
User PC or Mac
The new software has advanced versatility and can be used remotely. If you have internet
capability, you will be able to access the software anywhere, at any time, even from your
networked mobile device, tablet or smart phone! You may also publicize the url to access
the software from an off-network device.
VOIP
When the system is hardwired, you’ll receive important notifications via the interactive
call notification system no matter what the power or network status is. Even if the
power is out, the system will call.

By opting for the ViewPoint Hardwired Continuous Monitoring System, you are ensuring reliability,
do not need to depend on battery life or worry about your network going down. Your signal
strength will always be dependable, and you can feel secure in that the VP Connect will hold its
memory for you in case of power outages.
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